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Below are hotels near the conference site. Of course, Kanazawa has other good hotels. 

<Top-ranked hotels> 

ANA Crowne Plaza Hotel: Good hotel. Opened in May 1990. It is located next to the conference site. 

Hotel Nikko Kanazawa: Good hotel, the same level as ANA Crown Plaza, built in 1994. You have to 

walk for a few minutes to the conference site. 

https://www.hnkanazawa.jp/english/ 

 

Hotel Kanazawa: Whereas both ANA Crown Plaza and Hotel Nikko are top-ranked, this hotel is close 

to top-ranked. We often have wedding ceremony, parties and conferences there. 

http://www.hotelkanazawa.co.jp/english/index.html 

 

<New or renovated hotels> 

Hotel Wing International Premium Kanazawa Ekimae 

This hotel opened in April 2018. 

You can reach the conference site by walk for 5 min. 

https://www.hotelwing.co.jp/kanazawa/en/ 

Via Inn Kanazawa: The hotel is operated by JR West. It is in Kanazawa station and therefore so 

convenient. Renovated in April 2015. 

https://www.viainn.com/en/kanazawa/ 

 

<So-called “business hotel”. The room is usually small> 

APA Hotel Kanazawa Ekimae: APA is one of famous hotel chains. Reasonable price. APA hotel 

Kanazawa has an Onsen Spa. To reach the Venue, you can walk through the station for a few minutes. 

https://www.apahotel.com/?version=en_us 

AB Hotel Kanazawa: This hotel is one of the AB hotel group. Almost adjacent to Kanazawa Station. 

Good access. 

Dormy Inn Kanazawa: Dormy Inn is characterized by Onsen Spa. 

https://www.hotespa.net/dormyinn/english/ 

Hotel Route Inn Kanazawa: Route Inn is one of famous hotel chains, famous for Big Spa. It is basically 

a “Business Hotel”. Businessmen who prefer to Spa often choose this hotel. 

https://www.route-inn.co.jp.e.ut.hp.transer.com/hotel_list/ishikawa/index_hotel_id_231/ 

Toyoko Inn Kanazawa; A popular hotel chain. Tokyo Inn is a representative “Business Hotel”. Almost 

minimal but adequate equipment. The room is usually small, but if you stay just for sleeping, it would 

be good enough. They provide the best price via their original URL. 

https://www.toyoko-inn.com/eng/ 

http://www.hotelkanazawa.co.jp/english/index.html
https://www.hotelwing.co.jp/kanazawa/en/

